ABSTRACT; It is inevitable for cloud droplets to suffer from inherent contamination. This comes from the mechanism of cloud droplet formation. Almost all cloud droplets are formed by heterogeneous nucleation, i.e., by condensation of the atmospheric water vapour onto hygroscopic aerosol particles as (NH4)2SO4 called cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Homogeneous nucleation (without CCN) requires water vapour supersaturation as unreally high as several hundred percent. During cloud droplet formation, (NH4),SO4 dissolves to break up into ions in condensed water. These ions are impurities in pure condensed water and they bring about inherent contamination in the cloud droplets. Therefore, cloud droplets are congenitally never pure, even if they do not suffer from any acquired contamination by scavenging of the atmospheric pollutants. In order to estimate the inherent pollution of new-born cloud droplets onto (NH4)2SO4, the most abundant CCN, a mathematical model of inherent contamination has been constructed, based on both the chemical equilibrium in cloud droplet and the competitive growth of multiple cloud droplets. Calculations show that the higher the CCN number density, the more the cloud droplets are contaminated and that inherent contamination acidifies cloud droplets more than atmospheric CO, does.
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